


PRESENTATION DISCLAIMER

The NEBU NHF is an Hedge Funding Trading Platform

we are excited to provide opportunity to our

customer that rewards customer for Digital Crypto

for sponsoring other participants who do the same.

Although the opportunity is unlimited, individual

results will vary depending on the social levels and

review of each participant. Since NEBU-NHF has

launch recently and keen interest of their user which

can be judged by the footfall on NEBU-NHF

ThisPresentation is only for reference purpose.



FOUNDER MESSAGE

It give me honor to present you the NEBU-NHF. the efforts  

of our international operation continue to focus on  

expending our Crypto Digital Market.

Our Methodology is to provide consistent Digital Crypto to  

worldwide Markets performance, Market Research and  

competitive intelligence allow us to track competitive  

development to Enhance our Hedge Funding Strategy to  

be always ahead inMarket.

We are here to pledge our customer to provide them  

better results in every case scenario and to provide crypto  

currency that is accepted globally.Francois Sonnet  

Founder



TEAM NEBU

BEST TEAMEVER

With Years of hard work & keep looking for Right Person

fo r Right job. We have assembled a team of

professionals, each specialized in a particular field of

like-minded people who like to explore and analyze each

& every moment of market, so they can takeout every

single penny from successful trade, the team that build

for successful hedge funding trading to provide optimal

results.



DECENTRALIZATION

What does “Decentralized” Means? What are the
Advantage and what are the benefits?

Decentralized marketing is created with an automated
contract that offers you maximum security and sustain
ability. A smart contract is an automatic execution
algorithm.

Smart Contract like Cryptocurrencies, are decentralized,
they work strictly according to the underlying program,
without the possibility of subsequently changing the
defined execution. The code that contains all logic of the
contract expiration is on the blockchain and all the
calculation are provided by million of computer through
world



WHAT IS BLOCKCHAIN & IT’SFUTURE

By allowing Digital information to be distributed but not
copied, blockchain technology created the backbone of a
new type of internet. originally devised for the Crypto
Currency the tech community is now finding other potential
uses for the technology

1.Banking
2. Cyber security
3. Education
4. Voting
5. Forecasting
6. Stock trading
7.Insurance

8. Healthcare
9. Energy Management
10.Government Records
11.Retail
12.Charity
13.Human Resources
14.Law Enforcement



WHAT IS MINING?

Mining is the process by which transaction are verified
and added to the public ledger, known as a blockchain,
and also the means through which new crypto currency
are released

Requirements for setup mining:
A) Expensive Hardware & Internet Feasibility.
B) UsuallyHigh Electricity rates & Power backup
C)Environment challenge for cooling.

D) Need massive software knowledge



COMPANY PROFILE

At the nexus of economics, behavioural finance,

data and technology, NEBU evolution continuous

exploration of what drives markets and how it can

be applied to client portfolios. Our culture of

intellectual curiosity compels us to challenge the

status quo, disrupt long-held beliefs and uncover

new insights. Opportunity to recognize how far

we’ve come as a firm, and all that we have ahead of

us.



COMPANY PROJECTION

Our Projection is to add value with active portfolio

management to help our clients reach their long-

term financial goals, meet the needs of customers

in simple, flexible and creative ways .We achieve this

through our investment strategies, adhering to our

values and investment principles, and offering a

strong work culture by attracting and rewarding

high quality staff, and motivating them to provide

highquality and competitive services



NHF ROADMAP



NEBU-NHF

We feel honor to share you our NHF Token. The
Best-in-class token for hedge funding and has
proven results. Build your portfolio from the bottom
up with NHF Hedge.

Max supply (Hard Cap.)  

Token Platform  

Symbol Name

6, 30, 00, 000
B inanceSmart Chain  

NHF



PRE SALE

NHF is the next generation Hedge Fund Marketplace to

facilitate working with Hedge Trading. In Our Pre-Sale

Program we are giving opportunity tp you to buy exclusive

NHFToken From 5%Of Total NHFSupply.

31,50,000 NHF

At exclusive the price of $1



WHAT IS STAKING?

Staking is the opportunity for those who want to earn
rewards. Staking can be a complicated idea or a simple
one depending on how many levels of understanding
you want to unlock. For a lot of traders and investors,
knowing that staking is a way of earning rewards for
holding certain amount of Tokenfor Fixed time period.

Many long-term crypto holders look at staking as a way
of making their assets work for them by generating
rewards, rather than collecting dust in their crypto
wallets.



STAKING REWARDS

Staking Rewards are as followed

Months Rewards NHF Require

12 0.25 % 50

18 0.50 % 100

24 0.75 % 500

30 1.00 % 1000



REFERRAL INCOME

We understand your world and introducing you Refferal
Income, As Referral Income is Backbone of community
based earning.

6%
Referral Income



LEVEL INCOME

Level income is best way to turn your social potential into
revenue. Nebu provides smooth and simplest level income
to generate the fortune for hardworkingpeople.

Levels Rewards Total

1 to 6 9% On Each Lvl 54

7 TO 12 6% On Each Lvl 36

13 TO 18 3% On Each Lvl 18

19 TO 24 2% On Each Lvl 12

25 TO27 5% On Each Lvl 15

TOTAL: 135



TERM AND CONDITION

To provide better experience to each user, We
have set of term and condition to achieve
certain rewards.

From level1to 6 Require 1Direct Each.

Every Next 3 levelsrequire 1Direct Each  

Minimum Withdrawal is$10

All Withdrawal will be distribute on  
BEP-20 Blockchain.




